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Summary
Justin brings a pragmatic, commercially realistic approach to the
advice he provides clients, leveraging over 10 years of
international, commercial and senior management experience.
Justin has worked for Maersk Data (now IBM), the international
transport and logistics software and IT services division of
A.P.Moeller and as a successful entrepreneur.
Justin advises on commercial technology contracts and all
aspects of data protection regulatory compliance with a strength
for complex B2B2C technology platforms that increasingly make
use of AI technologies across a range of (both regulated and nonregulated) sectors.
Prior to joining Alden Legal, Justin was the only UK candidate
selected for the European Space Agency's ECSL course in Space
Law and Policy (Class of 2013) and currently sits as a legal
advisor for the Satellite Applications Catapult's South West
Centre of Excellence SpaceTech Incubation programme, backed
by the UK Space Agency.

Relevant Work Experience
• Advised a client operating an innovative, private equity backed technology platform on commercial contracts, managing
cross-jurisdictional advice as part of its global roll-out.
• Advised a large international satellite operator on cross-jurisdiction debt enforcement claims.
• Advised a geo-spatial data technology client on intellectual property and cybercrime risks.
• Advised clients on privacy and data protection compliance covering the General Data Protection Regulation 2016
(GDPR), the Data Protection Act 2018 and the Privacy and Electronic Communication Regulations 2003, including
advising on a full compliance programme in relation to the use of end-consumer data for a multi-tiered fin-tech lending
platform.
• Advised a technology SaaS platform start-up on the space object registration compliance regime (including The
Convention on Registration of Objects Launched into Outer Space).
Professional career
• 2020 Associate, Alden Legal
• 2017-2020 Solicitor, Michelmores
• 2015-2017 Trainee, Michelmores
Education and qualifications
• LLM (LPC) in Data Protection, University of Law, Bristol
• GDL, University of Law, Bristol
• MA (Hons) in Chinese, University of Edinburgh
• Admitted in England and Wales, 2017

Justin also speaks, reads and writes Mandarin Chinese.
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